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Workshop Purpose
The purpose of the workshop was the exploration of issues that would need to be considered in
the development of an Indigenous Research Protocol (IRP). The intention is that the IRP would be
relevant to people undertaking sustainability research in urban areas (cities), and looking to
increase the engagement and participation of Indigenous people in their studies. The IRP would
incorporate a broad-based approach that respects and acknowledges Indigenous knowledge and
the contribution of Indigenous participants in the research process. It is intended that the IRP could
be tailored by academic and non-academic research organisations to meet the requirements of
their respective disciplinary areas/research undertakings.
The workshop was held over two days and was attended by 37 participants from 22 organisations,
from 6 states and territories. One third of the participants identified as Aboriginal. There was
representation from established, early career and mid career academics/researchers from across
disciplines – social scientists, biophysical scientists, lawyers and architects. Three levels of
government were represented, as well as 8 nationally focused research groups, including 7
universities, 2 NGOs and 4 organisations identifying as representing Aboriginal or Traditional
Owner groups or interests.
The partner organisations for this workshop intend to progress the IRP towards endorsement of a
draft as part of our second annual Indigenous Symposium Caring for Country: An urban
perspective, to be held in Melbourne in May 2016.

Workshop Session Summaries
This report provides consolidated summaries of the workshop sessions. The summaries have
been developed to be representative of the discussions that took place.

Session 1
This session considered current approaches to Indigenous engagement in the research process.
Participants were asked to think critically, present facts and consider alternatives when addressing
the following questions:

	
  

●

Why an Indigenous Research Protocol is needed?

●

Research and Indigenous knowledge – what has worked, what hasn’t worked?

●

Indigenous perspectives of research experience as participants/researchers

●

What gaps/tensions are we trying to address?
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A summary of Session 1 discussion is presented in the following table: What works What doesn’t

What works
•

What doesn’t

Ask for permission to do research, with a

•

plan, and ask how the community wants to

there was no consultation. Author ended

be involved

up winning many awards and got heaps of

Create opportunities for community to have

credit and we got nothing, we were just

a ‘foot in the door’ whenever research takes

ignored. The author wanted to write

place

another book and thought consultation was

Use story telling and see if research can

covered by just getting us to sign an

lead to other events and outcomes

agreement form. We were offered copies of

•

Ask Traditional Owners to get involved.

the book and a small payment. There was

•

Always get in contact with local Traditional

no intention to properly acknowledge that

Owner groups – they then consult with the

they were our stories. The author decided

rest of the community and can inform people

not to go ahead and publish the book.”

•

•

•

what’s going on
•

•

•

Research done about Aboriginal people but

Develop collaborative relationships and

without the involvement of Aboriginal

partnerships

people

Ensure recognition of Indigenous knowledge

•

Removal of remains and cultural history

and IP

•

Little respect of Indigenous knowledge and
understanding

We need to move onto Aboriginal led
research, done by Aboriginal people

•

Creating additional workload – issues

•

Rights, respect and recognition

where Aboriginal organisations are over

•

Participation and collaboration: this is about

burdened by the process

building capacity/ fee for services, building

•

•

communities
•

Competing priorities too many jobs for the
community to take on

onto benefits and what comes back to

Asking the wrong questions – don’t only
ask about policy or science deliverables

Avoid just a paper report, think about
•

tangibles that the community can use are meaningful

Power imbalances - move away from a
western approach

make sure that you give back in ways that
•

Revolving around government
constitutional frameworks and monarchy

•

Align research with community priorities

•

Promote Aboriginal views and put forward

•

Starting without a plan, it puts the
community under stress

their voices

	
  

“An author wrote a book about us – but
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What works
•

•

What doesn’t

Decolonize the space and develop

•

One-size fits all approach

Aboriginal research

•

Fly in and fly out research

Create methods that link policy with

•

Breaks in engagement as funding dries up

community aspirations

•

Western researchers stealing knowledge

•

Build support for Indigenous researchers

on medicinal plants then using it for

•

Kimberley Research Protocol: developed a

financial gain

list of plans led by elders. They have set up

•

Never take advantage of ceremonies

community control groups that then report

•

Don’t assume that an agreement can be

back to the community
•

taken for granted

All researchers and academics need to ask

•

Don’t take short cuts

15 questions about the ethics of their

•

Don’t leave payment to the last.

research in the Kimberley so they get the
sense of whether they are on the right track
•

Allow enough time and be respectful of
different needs, which happen along the
way and see it as ongoing relationship not
short term

•

Create mentoring opportunities so you can
build capacity

•

Develop joint communication activates
where Aboriginal people present the
research

•

Recognition of different knowledge

•

Spend time and give back to communities
you have worked with

•

Move from consultation to co-management

•

Create employment outcomes leading to
people being paid as researchers

•

Be realistic about expectations

•

Understand that there are cultural
differences that may take decades to
overcome

•

Recognize that your research priorities will
never be number one agenda for the
Aboriginal community
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What works

What doesn’t

•

Leave sufficient time to develop co-research

•

Longstanding relationships built on mutual
trust and respect – still maintain contact and
updates after the research has finished

•

Research topics that have meaning and
relevance

•

Collaborations built from shared aspirations

•

Any research should start with asking
Aboriginal communities first about their
opinions and how they could contribute

•

We need to realise that Aboriginal people
have so much to offer beyond just playing a
part in Aboriginal affairs

•

A code of conduct when you enter a site

•

Think about Sorry Business and develop
strategies

•

Give communities privacy

•

Develop risk assessments to identify any
negative impacts which could affect the
community

•

Always give something back

•

Recognize that it’s a two way learning
process

	
  

•

Be flexible

•

Always get permission before you start.
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Session 1 continued with the discussion of the elements of the research process and creative,
provocative consideration of alternative approaches to increase, and improve the effectiveness of,
Indigenous participation.

Different elements of research process
Consider:
!

What do you do now?

!

What needs to be done differently?

!

What additional matters do you need to know, that you don’t know?

!

What questions do you have?

!

What principles/practices should always be applied?

!

What practices need to be avoided?

Discussion summary
!

We are still having the same conversations, which started 20 years ago

!

Aboriginals have many valuable insights too offer which is not just environmental

!

We need to understand how to engage with traditional owners

!

We should look at using social media

!

In cities it is important to engage with more recent Aboriginal histories that reflect the
stories of living in urban environments

!

We could think about the potential of Indigenous housing co-ops as a way to engage with
urban issues

!

!

!

'!

	
  

●

We need to think about community gardens, food production and green space which then
links into employment opportunities

●

It’s hard when you are working in big cities like Melbourne where it can be difficult to track
down traditional owners

●

In cities as big as Melbourne the Aboriginal population is diverse, people come from all
over the place and you can’t lump them into groups so easily

●

Traditional owners are just one part of the Aboriginal community; you can broaden out who
you speak to

●

Get Aboriginal people involved to contribute their ideas and information

●

You can contact Aboriginal Affairs Victoria to find out whom to talk to

●

We need more then a glossy strategy or guide – these ideas need to be imbedded so there
is cultural change

●

How can we shape the policy/political agenda?

●

Our first sphere of stakeholders is primarily other government or official agencies. How can
we start to form relationships with communities beyond government and capture the need
of communities first?

●

It’s about finding an Aboriginal group that most relates to your area of research

●

We also need to work with Aboriginal groups that are not defined by Traditional Owner
groups

●

Find an Aboriginal researcher that is happy to work with you

●

Avoid thinking that Aboriginal culture in cities is from the past

●

Remember that a huge part of the Aboriginal community live in cities and understand that
it’s much more complicated in cities as there are more people you need to engage with

●

We need to move from re-active to proactive

●

There are a lot of Stolen Generations people in places like Ballarat and other cities. So
there are tensions over who has the right to speak. How do you begin to engage with the
Stolen Generation people when they are still working out where they belong?

●

Incorporate biocultural knowledge into scientific practice

●

Factor in time properly and allow for more then you need

●

Think about the permanent body of knowledge that will be there - not just academic
knowledge

●

Imbed Aboriginal communities in the research and acknowledge it sufficiently

●

Don’t just tick boxes

●

Communicate research so it can be understood by a range of different audiences

●

Recognize that there are different types of knowledge and systems and they may not
always be easily translatable

	
  

●

Always ask someone and find out whom to speak to before you start research

●

Recognize that IP is not just personal but belongs to the whole group/clan
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●

Ensure that there is reciprocity in research arrangements

●

Cultural continuity needs to be valued

●

Avoid consultation fatigue

●

Develop cultural awareness training

●

Protocols should outline expectations on both sides

●

Mentor researchers by others who have experience working with Traditional owners

●

Exchange culture as part of the relationship

●

Understand that the difference between Traditional owners and other Aboriginals in cities
can be tricky

●

Talk to Aboriginal officers working in local governments for advice and direction

●

You can contact “Right people for country” if you want to make sure that you’ve included
everyone.

The research process - increasing Indigenous participation
5 scenarios
Participants were asked to consider how, as a researcher, they would increase Indigenous
participation in the following research areas:
●

Literature review
o

Look at things outside of traditional academic literature

o

If you find something that references a community then get in touch with them
straight away. They will want to know

o

Think about the relevance of it – how does it impact Aboriginal communities

o

Judge when research becomes a hindrance rather then a positive

o

Think about place – is the review happening on country does it include a totem and
look for a way that it will interest community

o

Think about using aural databases and interview footage – go to the National
Library

o

Understand the subject matter so you can understand how it is relevant to
Aboriginal people

o

Inform communities

o

Tell them who is conducting the research

o

Ask communities to get involved

o

Give any information (photos, film) that is found back to community’s as they want
to know what happened in the past

o

	
  

Create repositories of data, which communities can easily access.
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●

●

●

Data Integration project
o

Develop a protocol

o

Be open about what you want the data for

o

How do you deal with sensitive data?

o

Identify how you’ll use it and think about licensing

o

Identify whom you can talk to through out the project

o

Think about co-research and appropriate use of data

o

Ensure there is a closing the loop mechanism

o

Maintain relationships and continue conversations

o

Train and hire traditional owners as researchers.

Air quality monitoring in a suburban street
o

Air is part of community we need to care for it

o

Good air means good heath

o

Care for our children’s health in the future

o

There is a moral, ethical and cultural rationale

o

Aboriginal knowledge can be used to advice on plants that clean the air

o

Air pollution monitoring is caring for country

o

Suggest native plants that are suitable for areas that reduce pollution

o

Do Aboriginals have a particular health risks from pollution?

o

Where do you find the right people in urban arrears to talk to?

Undertaking a study into threatened turtle species in a regional town
o

Create employment and training opportunities

o

Refocus to what the local communities see as valuable

o

It might not be direct research it could be a re-gen or land care project

o

It’s important after the turtle study is complete to feed back to Government what the
benefits to the community were and what they’d like to do going forward which
would shape the next round of research priorities and design

o

It’s good to share learning to other mobs

o

Logistics are a barrier –we need to have someone based regionally (a community
member) to build relationships

o

	
  

We need a written agreement who is providing what and what are the expectations
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o

Hold a community forum – a safe place to ask questions and what is proposed and
how

o

We need to base a researcher in the community to build trust, respect and
acknowledge traditional owners

o

Some form of agreement is needed to identify the purpose of the research and
knowledge sharing

o

Meeting priorities of the traditional owners and designing projects around their
values are a must

●

o

Work with traditional owner to assist recording

o

Look at relevance to other Indigenous communities.

Undertaking a study into threatened frog species in a city
o

Engage with various relevant Indigenous groups in the study area and consult
traditional owners first

o

Budget for sufficient time and money for the engagement process

o

Consider the significance of the frog for Indigenous people; consider connections
and different perspectives/ values.

o

Frogs might be a good way to begin absorbing different perspectives

o

We need to work out whom to talk to and what is the relationship of the threatened
species to the community

o

What are the broader opportunities for Indigenous employment ex: data collection,
traineeships, and research positions

o

	
  

We need to establish good science communication.
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Session 2
In this session participants considered the different stages of research, and building upon the
discussions of Session1, identified elements of a model Indigenous Research Protocol. The focus
was on considering possibilities and alternatives that will benefit the research process and add
value to the research experience and results. Additionally, 2 case studies and 5 themes were used
to test and apply ideas.

Testing Ideas
●

Have perspectives changed overnight?

●

What principles/values should be adhered to?

●

What are the trade offs?

●

Are there preferred methodologies?

Discussion Summary
●

Consult with stakeholders first, then decide your research and apply for grant

●

Develop idea of moving towards an Indigenous Hub, with its own agenda that runs in
parallel with other research

●

Not having Caring for Country in urban areas – why not!

●

We are still talking about the same problems for the past 20 years

●

We need to consider all sorts of knowledge

●

Need to frame research projects from a range of perspectives, including the value to
community

●

Really important stories around everywhere, we look not at Terra Nullius but a living vibrant
landscape with people

●

Common recognition of the problem overrated – are we all in total agreement of what to
fix? Go for it

●

Pragmatism of a research/community buddy system

●

Researchers should be able to do a bit of research on where they are going, and what they
need to get going on country i.e. Traditional Owner’s land councils, approval processes

	
  

●

Consult early and often

●

Collaborating for Indigenous facilitators with other research organisations.

●

Using technology, every technology

●

South Africa: situated ecologies -Drawing on international conversation
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●

Aboriginal research coordinator

●

A ‘hub’ of 2/more people to dispense knowledge

●

NESP – exemplar of the ‘hub’

●

Cities- local scale is a trade in/off?

●

Having time recognised as necessary

●

Engagement (with any community) is a lot of work on both sides of engagement

●

How do you avoid time wasting, capacity reducing?

●

Must have a good framework for understanding the objectives of engagement

●

Time – often long time to build relationship

●

Investment – keeping relationships maintained even in ‘quiet times’

●

Flexibility needs to be maintained in research design

●

Resources need to be allocated to engagement which means other areas of investigation
not be investigated

●

Less pure research but improved relationship and possible collaboration and new ideas

●

Protecting the rights of mob/IP while learning

●

Early conversations and collaboration with Traditional Owners

●

Consider mutual benefits rather than researcher needs, i.e. go in thinking how your project
may help, but be flexible.

●

Real resources ($ & time) need to be allocated to genuine engagement but benefits can be
enormous

●

Equal representation or Indigenous research

●

Charter- a series of things, how do Aboriginal people benefit from this?

Preferred Methodology
●

Start with seed funding to engage and generate community driven research

●

Indigenous people lead or do research

●

Science focused Indigenous Researchers Network/Association – a peak body is needed to
guide and advise in this space

●

What does success look like? - When all hubs have a strategy/engagement protocols and
projects in each hub that reflect that

●

When Indigenous people set their own agenda

●

These workshops feel a bit like treading water-same discussions different faces.
Workshops beget workshops, beget workshops where’s the action?

●

“Making business out of blackfellas”

●

The simplistic view of ‘talk to the right people’ may be quite complex

●

The right people on both sides need to engage with each other – this needs to be
recognised
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!

How to build Caring for Country into state government policy/planning

!

How does Caring for Country operate in a global/broader environment than specifics

!

C for C Charter to overcome fragmented responses.

Key Principles
!

Treating people well: - enough time, communicate effectively, talk to the right people,
partnership

!

Providing opportunity for a community or people to have a voice, be heard and understood
in a trusted environment

!

Maintaining relationships even when research is not being conducted.

Case Studies
A. Case Study: The effects of climate change in the City of Melbourne

!

•

First Steps – understanding who is here, perceptions, language

•

Research – understanding the traditional knowledge and what it can tell us

•

Outcomes – public – projects, ceremony, seasonality

•

How do we see “country” it’s for everyone, not just for Traditional Owners

!

!

*$!

	
  

•

Public sentiment. Can we use Indigenous engagement and traditional practices to tap into
this?

•

Indigenous Knowledge, can really add value in terms of adapting to climate change

•

Tapping into 40k years of traditional knowledge – what can this tell us about the context of
change?

•

Ask Traditional Owners what kind of research do we actually need to do? Ask them what
do, they remember. Talk to elders and record stories and combine it with the other
information we have

•

Ceremony – raise awareness about season and change. Use Indigenous engagement to
promote climate change

•

A green space that can “announce” the seasonal change so that we can see climate
changing – earlier / later seasons - co-design with Traditional owners.

•

Selling the concept of Caring for Country way of thinking to increase people’s ownership of
the problem

•

The urban metabolism can be connected with country

•

How we get started? Start with by existing projects, existing opportunities e.g. connecting
Indigenous practice with the development of the stormwater harvesting network and rain
gardens

•

Language – this is powerful. How do we understand the language? Do we need to
demystify? Do we need to educate people on how to have the conversation?

•

Before engaging - use the ABS census data to actually understand the Indigenous people
living in Melbourne. This will put engagement in context.

•

Where to start? Go first to Native Title Services Federation

•

Build understanding of traditional cultures before engaging, talk to each of the groups first
before you bring them together, cultural protocol is important

•

Behaviour change – Find the local leaders – These will be trusted source of information

•

Think about dissemination of information – you need to provide the tools to empower
people.

•

Indigenous Leaders can be really great climate leaders without the environment context –
do we understand the needs of Indigenous groups and how they may be impacted by
climate change?

•

Can we re-purpose our infrastructure so that we don’t build new buildings when so many
are empty?

	
  

•

Research questions – what is the right incentive structure to promote the right behaviour?

•

The right measures can inform good policy.
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B. Case Study: Threatened species conservation in urban and urban fringe areas - Fishermans
Bend

•

Always ask questions first

•

Find a way to maintain continuity between research grants

•

Think about traditional knowledge and boundaries: there are four groups in the City of
Melbourne so it can get difficult

•

Avoid assuming we know what we’re doing is right when it’s actually wrong!

•

Engagement is a goal in its own right

•

Develop consultation with communities in cities even if they are involved in competing
native title claims

•

How do you incorporate views of local indigenous communities and residents elsewhere in
Australia?

•

Use the city as an opportunity to insist on compliance with Indigenous research protocols

•

Create an Indigenous reference group to guide council through these issues

•

Ask –is there a Melbourne RAP?

•

Use Aboriginal names

•

Plant Indigenous species

•

Incorporate Indigenous knowledge and culture, which will make Australian cities unique as
well as more sustainable

•

Ensure there is genuine, meaningful engagement prior to any new development

•

Ensure there are funds to establish and maintain long-term relationships

•

Address the issue that getting funding to develop Aboriginal engagement processes can be
difficult but that doesn’t mean it shouldn’t take place

•

Fishermans Bend has been tampered with and changed immensely over time. So you need
to go beyond a traditional approach and think about the future of Aboriginal people.

Discussing Indigenous engagement across themes
Groups discussed Urban Greening, Cities and Planning and Design, Biodiversity and Cities,
Climate Change and People and Cities. A summary of the combined discussions follows.

•

Cultural significance of local trees; stories that go with each species, with traditional plants
also used by men and women; men’s and women’s waterholes/pools ask Traditional
Owners if these locations still exist/once existed in cities, preference for species used in
cities – native vs. introduced, or find a balance?
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•

Reward developers for retaining vegetation incorporating green roofs, walls, gardens

•

Indigenous plants may strengthen connection to place - make Indigenous people feel more
at home

•

Links to local biodiversity – ecology and traditional use of local plant species

•

Introduce Indigenous Urban Rangers - monitoring, cultural talks

•

Research to fill gaps in knowledge identified by Indigenous groups

•

Re-vitalisation of country

•

Reflecting sad stories

•

Potential for employment – cultural talks, urban rangers, other suppliers

•

Cities by their nature often have the weakest Indigenous understanding and stories, so
many complicating interests and communities

•

New children’s play space at Royal Park – good example of working with Traditional
Owners

•

The need to identify the range of relevant urban Indigenous organisations to urban planning

•

Working with partner groups to identify key priorities and objectives in an urban
environment

•

Partnerships with the RIGHT Indigenous organisations in an urban context

•

Engage with traditional owners and other Indigenous people and ask if they’d be interested
in being involved

•

Ensure there is value for the Indigenous people from engaging

•

Budgeting for meaningful engagement:

•

Payment for meetings

•

Plain English publications

•

On-country meetings

•

Fact sheets to describe outcomes of project or videos

•

Employment of people

•

Cross-cultural training for researchers

•

Appropriate acknowledgement of sources of information, share ownership, avoid cultural
appropriation

•

Brown Grass is beautiful – marketing!

•

Seek opportunities for communication / interpretation / awareness raising about traditional
use of the land / place / food

•

Opportunities for co-design and co-development of research and other projects

•

Wurundjeri Green Team – provides advice on how to include elements of the landscape
into various projects

	
  

•

Contact the registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) for the study area – right people for country

•

Use the power of stories to develop a narrative
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•

Methodology – use every medium to engage with people; work out the leadership
opportunities

•

Develop a shared project with a shared vision rather than engaging Indigenous people in
the “researchers” project

•

Identify opportunities to offer cadetships and traineeships via the university

•

Plants and gardens as connection to heritage and customs

•

Maintaining culture in cities is important

•

Torres Strait Island grow bana plants and palm trees when they move to other places – its
about adapting traditional culture into new environments

•

Is it ok for white Australians to become more Indigenous?

•

Safe places for Aboriginal people. So we can learn and decolonise our minds

•

Use native plants to help us regain our culture

•

We need opportunities to learn culture and create our own new culture because we are
from all over the country

•

Cities as great places for outreach, communication

•

Opportunities for creation and education of seasons and natural environments - each
season, a different plant will grow

•

Psychological impact of fundamentally changing our environment, altering natural cycles,
lost values

•

How do we better work with our environments most vulnerable species, in the face of other
everyday challenges?

•

How to value biodiversity?

•

In cities, connection to biodiversity is lost

•

Biodiversity for cooling

•

Offsets don’t take into account place-based nature of value

•

Be clear about what you want to get from Indigenous engagement

•

Aboriginal culture and caring for country - A better understanding of our history and post-

•

Focus on novel ecosystem development incorporating exotic and native flora and fauna,
but selected with the view to maintain functional ecosystems – if one of those ecosystems
functions is provision of services then consider Indigenous food, fabric and medicinal plant
knowledge in selecting species

•

Exploration of colonial history and its role in displacement post contact – the built
environment could tell some stories, can we tell the sad stories, can we explore why
Traditional Owner engagement in cities is so hard?

	
  

•

How do we engage / encourage developers to take a caring for country principles?

•

Can you learn from other engagement processes such as Return to Royal Park play space
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•

We need to move beyond an archaeological approach – doesn’t always work in an
tampered / industrial environment

•

What do you want to get out of your engagement? Critical question

•

Challenge the urban design paradigm – urban as a way to connect with nature, culture,
history - a massive opportunity.

!

!

!

*)!

	
  

Session 3

The final session of the workshop allowed for the presentation of insights and reflections on the
workshop content and organisation.

Insights & changed perceptions

●

There is a huge opportunity (need) to engage with Aboriginal communities in cities when
dealing with urban biodiversity research

●

Why should it be that university researchers don’t do cultural awareness/Indigenous
engagement training?

●

It is a lot to expect researchers to just ‘get out’ and ‘do’ engagement

●

There is a need for quality, tailored training for urban researchers on engagement.

●

Consultation vs. Information provision, vs. other forms of engagement (collaboration)

●

Must be crystal clear of the purpose/objectives of engagement. All could be okay in context,
but need to be clear

●

●

A continuum of engagement:
o

different levels of engagement

o

all projects can have/should have some level of engagement

o

not engaging is an active decision to ignore an Aboriginal perspective

Conundrum - If ongoing relationships are critical, what does this mean for projects that
have limited timeframes (limited funds) and external pressures on timetables & deliverables

●

To build relationships takes time, or willingness to personally invest and share. This is not a
trivial ask.

Reflections – as written by participants
Perceptions changed – I feel less intimidated by the prospect of Indigenous engagement – actually
very excited about it.

Key consideration for completing IRP, - need for cultural training for academics, we should prepare
a list of resources for researchers including existing protocols, tools, principles etc.

I knew our hub was at the start of the Indigenous engagement process and I know that our current
research plans have limited inclusion of Indigenous experience.
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We haven’t rushed and tried to be tokenistic, we have a good IEPS and this workshop has been a
key activity and in the next 12 months I’m confident we will all increase established relations.

Have realised large urban cities like Melbourne can learn a lot about Indigenous engagement from
remote and regional areas in northern Australia and about what it means to Care for Country and
culture.

I still feel that little has changed overall. However what has changed is that there are more people
now asking the question. How to engage with Indigenous people? What hasn’t changed are the
same mental limitations to understanding that Indigenous people and Indigenous knowledge needs
to be valued and respected.

Data is a resource that can be monetised. Do Indigenous groups know? Be open about what
bringing data sets together about a place means. Understanding the sensitivity of the data sets.
The ongoing body of knowledge benefit: mentoring, time, move beyond ticking the boxes,
communication, embed communities knowledge adequately. Bio-cultural knowledge/practice.

How do we do urban research that empowers and benefits Aboriginal people and contributes to
global scholarship? Not research on Aboriginal people, but incorporating an Aboriginal perspective.

I think the idea of a charter that can guide all urban research (and beyond) is great Caring for
Country thinking, can help make urban research connected to place. Whether that is Melbourne,
south eastern Australia etc, but also globally significant.

By choosing to not engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, you are saying that
your decisions and actions will not impact on them and that they have nothing to contribute.

It’s disappointing that we haven’t made much progress in this space in 20 years. I really hope we
see positive action out of this IRP and workshop. The cultural change and practice will take longer
to see.
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Need to see (and say publically) that cities are country too. They need caring for and we have a
shared responsibility to do so.

It needs to be made clear that the reason we engage with Indigenous people and Traditional
Owners is because IT’S THE RIGHT THING TO DO. The research benefits, employment
opportunities etc is the sales pitch, not the why.
No excuse for government not to engage fully – not tied to funding rounds like research.

The key considerations for the completion of a IRP are that researchers should research the area
they are going into to follow protocols that might be in place to get a better outcome.

Reflection on increasing Indigenous engagement and participation in environmental/cities research
– it will be a great value to researchers and Indigenous people.

Unexpected points: Reminded about the sensitivity of data; Engage – how to think about the benefit you will provide,
‘same rhetoric’. Lets move it on and be serious about progressing IRP.

0.05- need to be pushed for a little extra to exceed the standard limit of engagement- Need an
extra step after protocols are finalised for people who aren’t at workshop.

Be aware that perceptions are not always reality in an Indigenous urban setting.

Key consideration for IRP -mutual benefit, ensure the right people are involved ie on both sides,
recognition of knowledge and experience and how to bring Indigenous knowledge and experiences
into science/research, mentoring is important
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Excellent and I have many ideas to link to my hub’s engagement strategy and in particular
potential for joint collaboration with other hubs ie it broadened the thinking

Be brave and don’t be limited by your own perceptions.

To achieve something outstanding you need to consider the ‘whole system’ which includes
Indigenous knowledge. Indigenous communities can help with different approaches.

Connection to country for Aboriginal people should be included in discussions on land and
environmental change. Begin the research to have Indigenous people involved from the start.

Exciting to see the array of people interested in projects that will have Indigenous people and their
culture involved.

The perspectives of Indigenous colleagues were enormously insightful.

Some actions of Indigenous inclusion I thought would be acceptable, were debunked by
Indigenous colleagues. Think again.

Key considerations of IRP completion- consolidate or group information in a broader way so it can
be used by many areas of research. Peer review it.

Key Insight – The complexity of Indigenous engagement in a urban setting (conflicting views and
rights of TOs and Indigenous group). Best idea: Urban Indigenous Rangers

My perspective on Indigenous engagement is always changing. However, it was enlightening to
see and hear from a wide range of professionals approaching the topic from different angles. Key
consideration for an Indigenous Research Protocol may be a guideline rather than a ‘one size fits
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all’ approach, acknowledging diverse perspectives from TOs and Aboriginal community members
who are from elsewhere (diasporic or stolen generation).

The workshop was an opportunity to reflect on my own practice as an archaeologist and social
scientist working closely with Indigenous people.
Increasing Indigenous involvement in cities research needs to adopt a broad platform that is able
to identify the complex nexus between space, place, landscape, heritage, biota, identity and health
– and the way Indigeneity as a concept held by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal community can be
nurtured through and built, modified, modern and future urban landscapes.

Create emphasis on urban environments on non-Indigenous research. Increased Indigenous
engagement, participation provides a different perspective makes researcher look at research in
more holistic way. A resource that is too often neglected.

As an ecologist, I have engaged with people after collecting and analysing my data and writing up
the results – through the media, through talks to community groups and presentation to other
researchers. I have not actually considered engagement- either with Indigenous people or other
groups – as part of the research process….until now!! The workshop has helped me to see all
kinds of possibilities for collaboration that I hadn’t seen before and I think this collaboration would
not only be intellectually valuable but also very rewarding and exciting! I look forward to
starting/continuing on a journey towards the development of an IRP for urban environments, and
think this will be v valuable and an important output for NESP.

The process of Indigenous engagement seems more tractable and exciting because key steps in
the process (such as how to find best contacts and how to budget for Indigenous engagement)
have been articulated and explained.

Consideration for IRP - Practical considerations, such as how to budget for meaningful Indigenous
engagement, will be very useful for researchers.

Increasing Indigenous engagement in cities/environmental research. Yes! I see this as a good
opportunity – one that is exciting and necessary. But I think it will be challenging, mainly because
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of mismatches between the expectations on researchers for funding and outcomes and the time
and investment needed for meaningful engagement. I’m comforted by the fact that there is such
willingness to start this project.

It is too convenient to hide behind a lack of knowledge or capacity for engagement. This is not
good enough. As urban researchers we need to do the work to learn (and learn from mistakes)
how to engage, to consult, to partner, to work towards building relationships. But to do this, and to
avoid a tidal wave of poorly thought trough engagement attempts, we as researchers need help. A
protocol, yes. But also I think cultural awareness and engagement training (face-to-face). There is
a huge capacity deficit in the urban research space in the area of indigenous engagement. This will
not be redressed by just having the tools.

A real lesson and challenge for me is understanding and responding to the duel nature of
Indigenous culture/knowledge/experience that is present in major cities. Yes, there are Traditional
Owner groups. But cities are very much multi-cultural communities. And this applies as much for
Indigenous cultures as it does for others, in the contemporary urban sense.

So what does this mean in the context of “Caring for Country”? Much of what I have been hearing
about is working with “Traditional Owner groups”. But that process of basing on the geography of
Traditional Owners (accepting that that can also be contested), leaves out a significant proportion
of indigenous communities who have a stake in cities. How can ‘’engagement’’ respond to this in
ways that respects TO perspectives and post-contact perspectives?

As a researcher in urban environments, I feel I (we) need to do the work to better understand the
landscape of Aboriginal groups active in cities. The TO groups. But also the range of welfare and
support groups (housing, childcare, legal, etc); and group like Indigenous Architecture and Design
Victoria. And to do the work ourselves to understand this landscape, their purpose, objectives,
needs. So that as we embark on attempts to engage, we do so from a (limited) position of potential
understanding. So that the first approach can be an informed one; based on at least an initial
sense that the research we are doing might be of interest/relevance to those we attempt to engage
with.
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In urban planning, a need to engage quite opening and directly with the central role that land-use
planning, policy and regulation have played, and continue to play, in disposing aboriginal
communities from their country. This poses a real challenge when then seeking to engage on
research; this weight of detrimental impact.

The importance of our role as researchers in teaching future professionals in planning and design.
We have an important role in creating the understanding of the relevance and role of indigenous
perspectives, knowledge, culture, in planning and design.
Workshop Organisation
Exciting, invigorating, superbly facilitated, great to network, learnt a lot.
The workshop was extremely well run and organised
Enjoyable and informative conversations in a great atmosphere
Thanks for a great workshop, where ideas were expressed openly without judgement.
Excellent diversity of attendees, lots of passion and great insights because of this.
The value of getting together to share insights exchange ideas is not undertaken often enough.
The power of that is underestimated.
This workshop has emphasised and highlighted that engaging properly and respectfully is
essential to doing it right.
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Further Reading (compiled for the workshop, not exhaustive)
Cultural Safety and Inclusion
Closing the Gap, Supporting healthy communities through arts programs, 2014
Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure, Aboriginal Inclusion Action Plan, 2014. (To
be re-launched early 2016 to reflect change to Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning)
Gulanga Program, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Cultural Awareness Self-Assessment Toolkit:
Good practice standards for culturally appropriate community services, 2014
Inner North West Primary Care Partnership, Helping your organisation to create a welcoming
environment for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, 2013-2014.
Inner North West Primary Care Partnership, Asking the question: Are you (or is the person) of
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander origin, 2013.
Research Methodologies
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, Guidelines for Ethical Research in
Australian Indigenous Studies, 2012
Nursey-Bray, M, Fergie, D, Arbon, V, Rigney, L-I, Palmer, R, Tibby, J, Harvey, N & Hackworth, L 2013,
Community based adaptation to climate change: The Arabana, South Australia, National Climate
Change Adaptation Research Facility, Gold Coast, 133 pp.
Walker, Roz, 50 years on: creating genuine research partnerships to improve Aboriginal Health and
Wellbeing (paper presented at Breaking barriers in Indigenous research and thinking, Canberra, ACT, 26-28
March 2014)
Developing Partnerships and Protocol
Aigner, Geoff, Godwell, Cheryl, Martin, Jane, Paulson, Grant, Rawnsley, John, Robertson, Kim, Skelton, Liz,
Varcoe, Libby, Yettica-Paulson, Mark, Lost Conversations: Finding new ways for black and white
Australians to lead together, 2014.
City of Kingston, Aboriginal Policy and Action Plan, 2014-2019
City of Yarra, Aboriginal Partnerships Plan, 2015-1018
The Department of the Environment 2014, National Environmental Science Programme Indigenous
Engagement and Participation Strategy Guidelines v1.0, Australian Government Department of the
Environment, Canberra, Australia. (and the references contained within)

The Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs,Toolkit for Indigenous
Service Provision, 2013
Engagement Techniques
Closing the Gap, Engagement with Indigenous communities in key sectors, 2013
Closing the Gap, Engaging with Indigenous Australia— exploring the conditions for effective
relationships with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, 2013
Enabling Change, Creative Conversations or What engages people?, 2014.
Pyett, Priscilla, Van der Sterren, Anke and Walpes-Crowe, Peter, Engaging with Aboriginal communities
in an urban context: some practical suggestions for public health researchers, Australian and New
Zealand Journal of Public Health, 33 (2009): 51-54.
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